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Press Release
Exhibitions
Jenny Watson (p. 2-3)
and Sophie Dvořák (p. 4-5)
Vernissage:
Wednesday, November 28, 2018
7—9 pm
Location:
Grünangergasse 8, 1010 Wien
Opening hours:
Tues – Fri from 13 to 6 pm,
Sat from 11 am to 3 pm
Exhibition duration:
until February 9, 2019
On the exhibitions:
Watson:
Hannah Stegmayer,
Author and Artist
Dvořák:
Melissa Lumbroso, Albertina

We are looking forward to your visit and
kindly request an R.S.V.P. or article!

For more information:
Roswitha Straihammer,
straihammer@galerie-sunds.at
Press photos: available for free use ONLY
in direct connection to reporting on the
exhibitions.
www.galerie-sunds.at/index.php/press.html
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JENNY WATSON
TALL TALES AND TRUE
PAINTINGS

Jenny Watson, born 1951 in Melbourne and one of Australia’s

However, anyone trying to nail Watson down about this narra-

most important contemporary artists, represented Australia at

tive structure would have been disappointed. The connections

the Venice Biennale in 1993.

between the texts and the images were only approximate: the
paintings did not illustrate the text, and the text did not explain

She works with multi-part installations of painting, text, and

the images. Watson’s writings and images differ as much as

sculpture. In her creations, she develops complex stories that

possible from each other, making a palpable separation of the

have a feminist and socially critical bent while also allowing

mental and visual apparatuses. The range of possible interpre-

deep personal insight into her life. Her art explicitly addresses

tations becomes an essential aspect of the work. Through their

issues of female identity, with a boundary between autobiogra-

own personal interpretation, the observer experiences as much

phical insight and fictitious findings that is deliberately unclear.

about themself as about the artist, becoming part of a psycho-

Text and image do not necessarily align.

analytic experiment, so to speak. At this point, it becomes clear
that the artist is illustrating the process of interpretation. She in-

In 2017, a large retrospective at the Museum of Contemporary

vites the observer to interpret in sophisticated ways, scattering

Art in Sydney demonstrated the wide range of her work and its

clues throughout different layers of drawing, providing complex

origins in conceptual art and the early punk movement.

and structured spaces for thought, and thus intervening to
organize the observer’s experience.

The Galerie Straihammer und Seidenschwann is pleased to
represent this internationally active artist in Austria.

The work, then, no longer reveals itself; it represents an elaborate form of conceptual painting, whose creator is participating

Australian artist Jenny Watson (born 1951) came to the attenti-

in the current theoretical debate.

on of a broad international public in 1993, when she represented Australia at the Venice Biennale. The head of the biennial,

Jenny Watson’s work combines skillful, unembellished drawing

Achille Bonito Oliva, recognized the resounding combination

with concise painted representations. Her imagery makes

of fiction and autobiography and expressed fascination with

complex issues impressively visible, with image ideas that are

Watson’s artistic self-reflection, which claimed an autonomous

coherent and metaphors reduced to the essentials.

position within the contemporary art scene.
Galerie Straihammer und Seidenschwann is showing her latest
The full installation she showed at the Biennale, Paintings with

works, created during a stay in Japan in 2018.

Veils and False Tails, consisted of canvas paintings with narrative drawings, panels with journal-like writings, and three-di-

1951 Born Melbourne, Australia.

mensional objects, namely ponytails and cloth bows. These

1972 Diploma of Painting, National Gallery of Victoria Art

attributes complemented one another to create typically femi-

School, Melbourne

nine themes and the urge to identify the artist with them. After

1973 Diploma of Education, State College of Victoria, Melbourne

all, she is a dressage rider and breeds horses — a theme that

1978-84 Partner in Art Projects, Melbourne

recurs throughout her work, not only in this cycle. Several of the
accompanying texts are written in the first person (“I feel like

Watson staged her first solo exhibition in 1973 and has since

when my father used to dry my hair”) or focus on the artworks

presented 60 solo exhibitions in Australia and 50 solo exhibi-

and their environment (“This painting is in the process of be-

tions in Europe, Asia, India, New Zealand and the United States.

coming important”). It is not unreasonable to assume a sexual

In summer 2018 her work was shown in a solo-show – Jenny

allusion in the first case and ironic self-reflection in the second.

Watson. The fabric of fantasy- at the MCA Australia in Sydney.

The entire installation was impressive, intimate and sublime at

Her work has appeared in numerous group exhibitions and is

once, and seemed to either reveal or at least comprehensively

represented in state, corporate and private collections throug-

construct a psychological portrait of an individual. The viewer

hout Australia and overseas.

was overwhelmed and pulled into a strange space of intimacy.
Watson currently divides her time between Brisbane Australia
and Europe
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images
ohne Titel, 2018,
Acryl on fabric
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SOPHIE DVOŘÁK
ALL LAKES ARE TEMPORARY
DRAWINGS AND COLLAGES

On the one hand, my work is concrete in what it deals with. I

1978

usually work very systematically, within an action space that I —

born in Vienna, Austria

more or less strictly — define myself. The results, however, leave
a great deal of openness and encourage interpretation. This can

2004–2008

quickly open up an aesthetic moment, because the pictures

Study at the Academy of fine Arts in Vienna and at the Glasgow

are appealing and it is possible to see them as beautiful and

School of Art in Glasgow, Scotland

interesting without knowing the context from which they
emerge. For myself, however, in the foreground is the attempt

Degree June 2008

to negotiate the complexities of the world, not in a stubbornly
scientific way, but with an artistic and even playful approach.

2004/05

(Sophie Dvorák)

Schule für künstlerische Photographie, Friedl Kubelka

Cit: Seeing the world from above, from a distant, Icarian
viewpoint - that is both the reality and the fantasy of every
„cartographic eye“. For the map is a familiar and ideal abstract:
a surface of projection and signs, where the infinitely large is
transferred to a plane, with its multiple connections and interconnections. Any map could be a voyage in thought, connecting a passage and a territory, the readable and the visible, by
capturing the infinite within the smallest detail.
(Christine Buci-Glucksmann)
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fig. 1 and 2
Glitches, 2016, 35x25, Ink on Paper

fig. 3 and 4 from the series “All Lakes Are Temporary”, 2018, Collage and ink on cardboard

